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Technological Change in Transport :
Panacea or Limited Prospect ?

by Ralph F. Harris

TECHNOLOGICAL change in trans -
1 port is as old as the invention of the
wheel and it

s

chronicle o
f ingenuity and

usefulness is a
s distinguished as its

longevity . 1 In recent centuries popula
tion growth has accentuated demands
for the movement o

f people and goods ,

while the development o
f

modern sci
ence has quickened the pace and extend

e
d the range o
f technological change in

transport . In the current context the
question o

f

how much we can expect
from this source of development assumes
maior significance .

The setting o
f social limits to tech -

nological change has long been the sub -

ject o
f passionate debate . 2 Optimists see

technology as the engine o
f all progress ,

a
s
a vehicle for the solution o
f most o
f

our social problems , as a liberator o
f

the
individual bound too tightly in a com
plex society and a

s
a fount o
f permanent

prosperity - in short , as a panacea . Con
tinuing support is found among those
members o

f society who stand to bene -

fi
t directly from technological change . A

polar view sees technology as hostile
and destructive . Technology is seen as

a
n autonomous and unaccountable d
e

terminant o
f society which oppresses the

individual , perverts our economics and
threatens , ultimately , to destroy the nat
ural environment . Always , this contrary
view has support from those who suffer
dislocation from technological change . A

third position raises doubts that tech
nology is worthy of special notice . Schol .is worthy of special notice . Schol .arly skeptics regard technological change

a
s

a long -established social fact that ,

in perspective , is not accelerating in the
relative magnitude o

f

its effects . Fur
ther , it is argued that we now have the
means at our disposal to cope with its
problems . It is a view that is comfort
ing to those who find it restful to ignore
the technological fact .

Economic thought about technological
change presents u

s with a perplexing
prospect . For a century and a half the
mainstream o

f

economic theory , almost
without exception and despite a

n Indus
trial Revolution with its obvious impact ,

was preoccupied in the field o
f produc

tion economics with the economic allo
cation o

f existing resources to the
neglect o

f changes in the production

functions which technological change pro
duces . 3 It was only in the last two o

r

three decades that some redress occurred

in economic thinking . Significant empiri
cal work showed the strategic contribu
tion to economic growth o

f

new and su
perior production techniques used by
better trained workers . 4 It was demon .

strated that the introduction o
f

new

production methods wrproduction methods which raise produc
tivity — i . e . , process innovation — offers
economic gains through cost reduc
tion which are fundamental and sub
stantial . It should b

e noted that tech
nological change often provides another
benefit in the form o

f product innovation
which may increase the quality o

f con
sumption . It was implied that these con
tributions more than offset costs aris
ing from the misallocation o

f

resources .

This important insight required a revo
lution in economic thought to gain rec
ognition . It would not b

e surprising if

public policy towards technological
change lags behind other fields of pub

lic policy .

If we turn to the conditions for tech
nological innovation in terms o

f
indus

trial market structures a
s

incubators o
f

such change we find a somewhat re
lated but more specific debate . Here the
question concerns the relative merits o
f

monoploy and large firms versus com
petition and small firms . Examination

o
f

theoretical debate and empirical stud
ies directed to this issue leads one to a

verdict o
f
“ not proven . ” Scherer con

cludes that :

What is needed is a subtle blend o
f

competition and monopoly , with
more emphasis in general o

n the
former than the latter and with the
role o

f monopolistic elements dimin
ishing when rich technological op
portunities exist . 6

The controversial nature of techno
logical change reveals the complexity o

f

the question under review . The primary
purpose of this paper , however , is to

sharpen the focus o
n the nature of tech

nological change in transport , to de
velop some implications and to evaluate
this source o

f change as a force in trans
port development .

* The author is a Professor of Eco
nomics and Chairman o
f

the Centre for
Transportation Studies , University o
f

Manitoba .
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A TECHNOLOGICAL MIRACLE
IN TRANSPORT ?

If technological change in transport
may be a panacea , examination of a ma
jor field of technological success in
transport should be illuminating . Is the
success such that it is capable of in
definite expansion or of generalization
throughout transport ? If not, are we to
infer that the success is illusory ? Or
will the examination reveal a balancing
of elements that act dynamically to pro
duce a sequence of benefits and frustra
tions.
The choice for this test of the pana
cea hypothesis is commercial aircraft
development and its application to air
line use . Three criteria were used in this
selection :

1. The presence of significant tech
nological innovation .

2. The occurrence of a major traffic
shift reasonably associated with
changed technology .

3. A time -span for examination that
is comparatively short and man
ageable .

Commercial aircraft development has
been the locus of dramatic advances in
power plants through the transition from
piston engines to turbine power , in the
form of turbo - props and jet engines , and
in associated airframe development .7
The traffic shift generated by the suc
cessful use of commercial aircraft of
improved design is seen in the rise to
dominance of passenger traffic of the air
mode . For example , United States travel
by public carrier in terms of passenger
miles showed that the air , bus and rail
modes were about even in 1955 but , by
1975 , the edge of air over bus travel
was about six - fold while rail passenger
travel had experienced a serious decline

to a level well below the bus figures .8
In ocean traffic the " take -over " of pas
senger traffic by airliners from ships has
been even more remarkable . Finally , this
combination of " jet revolution " with a
revolution in passenger traffic is observ .
able over a period of two to three dec
ades .

The technological change in aircraft
which has commercial airline significance
is revealed by the development of air
liner carrying capacity . This capacity
may be measured in seat -miles (or ton
miles ) per year ; the measure is the
product of three components - number
of seats per aircraft , speed and hours
per year utilization .

It is clear that a substantial rate of
progress was achieved with piston
engine aircraft . The DC - 3 was an im
provement on the Trimotor both because
of a doubling in horse - power and also
through radically better structural de
sign . Again the DC -6B had four times
the horse - power of the DC - 3. Signifi
cantly its range was far superior ( 3,000
miles to 500 miles ) , of prime importance
in the airline market . Turbo -prop air
liners were introduced in the early
1950s and established new standards of
quietness and comfort for passengers .
The jets, led by the Boeing 707 and the
Douglas DC - 8, combined passenger com
fort with size and greater speed to make
dramatic gains in passenger seat -miles
per year figures . All elements were posi
tive - speed , size, utilization and comfort
while the range of these aircraft made
full exploitation of overseas and trans
continental markets practical . Utiliza
tion of the jets was double that of the
DC -3. Airlines were given an ideal op
portunity to build their traffic through
the use of productive and attractive air
craft .

TABLE 1

SELECTED AIRLINER PERFORMANCE

Pass. seat miles
per year (millions )Cruise Speed

120

180

1. 8

Airliner

Ford Trimotor 5-AT
Douglas DC -3

Lockheed L.049
Douglas DC -6B
Boeing 707 - 320

Douglas DC -8- 30

7.4

First Use

1926

1936

1946

1951

1959

1959

Seats

14

28

50310

66315

545

535

30 .0
52 .0

250 .0

245.0
144

142

Source : Derived from Davies, A History of the World 's Airlines .
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Canadian experience is revealed in a
recent airline productivity study .9 The
metamorphosis of the airline Reets is
shown in Tables 2 and 3 in terms of a
shift from piston -engine aircraft to
turbo -props and jets . In Level I oper
ation , Air Canada had ceased to use
piston -engine aircraft by 1964 while CP
Air achieved an all - jet fleet by 1970 .
The significance of the establishment of
regional air carrier policy by the Min
ister of Transport in 1966 is suggested
by the fleet development statistics of
the Level II airlines (the five regional
carriers ) .
Productivity gains by the Level I air -
lines , on a total factor input basis ,
reached an annual rate of 4.5 per cent
for the 1960- 1976 period . However , the

rate was much higher in the first decade
when the major fleet changes were made .
The 1960 - 1971 annual rate was 5.3 per
cent compared to 2.7 per cent for the
1970 - 1976 period . For the Level II car
riers it is interesting to note that total
factor productivity declined somewhat in
the 1960 -1968 period but in the 1968
1976 period , with fleet modernization
occurring , the annual rate was almost
identical to that of the Level I carriers .
While it must not be inferred that all of
the productivity gains arose from the
use of larger and faster aircraft , the im
pact of the " jet revolution " was very
large. It is significant that , during the
period under review , much of the im
proved productivity was translated into
cost decreases and fare reductions.

TABLE 2

Je
t

Year

1960

1965

1970

1975

LEVEL I AIRLINES — PER CENT OF
REVENUE HOURS BY AIRCRAFT TYPE

Piston Turboprop

43 . 8 54 . 0

3
7 . 2 1
0 . 3

21 . 6
0 . 0

2 . 3

31 . 8

78 . 4

100 . 0

0 . 0

10

Source : Ibid . , p . 148 .

TABLE 3

Year

LEVEL IL AIRLINES - PER CENT OF
TON -HOURS BY AIRCRAFT TYPE

Piston Turboprop

91 . 1 8 . 9

8
5 . 5 1
4
. 5

1
9 . 5 2
7
. 0

1 . 1 20 . 6

1960
1965
1970

1975

0 . 0
0 . 0

53 . 6
7
8 . 3

Source : Ibid . , pp . 16
6
- 16
8
.

THE SUPERSONIC PROJECTS

A TECHNOLOGICAL GAMBLE

The break -through in commercial
aviation that the jet airliners provided
was based o

n aircraft engines and swept -

wing airframe design . A lineal exten
sion o

f the break -through was possible

in two main directions , both of which
would require yet more powerful e
n

gines — increased size o
f aircraft or high -

e
r speeds .

Development o
f

aircraft of large size
has proceeded with the Boeing 747 . The
thrust provided b

y

its engines is about
triple that o

f the initial Boeing 707 and
the aircraft ' s output gain is in its carry .

ing capacity — up to about 500 persons .

Its speed is little better than that o
f

the initial jets , while annual aircraft
utilization remains about the same . This
technological achievement , while im
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pressive , follows a common pattern of
aircraft evolution in a given design de -
velopment phase . How far the size ex -
tension approach will go is speculative
but airport problems and traffic density
limitations in airline systems inhibit
further enlargement of aircraft .10
A much more radical and risky ap
proach to the technological extension of
the jet revolution was to emphasize high -
er speed . Here designers were not in a
position to extend speed in moderate in
crements as can be done with size. Air
craft efficiency problems dictated a jump
in speed from the subsonic Mach 0.8,
common to most jet airliners, to Mach
2.0 or higher . The aerodynamic efficiency
of an aircraft drops sharply in the Mach
0.8 . 1. 3 range but engine efficiency
climbs with higher speeds. At Mach 2.0
overall efficiency approaches that found
at Mach 0.8 and can be considered ac
ceptable . However , as Mach numbers
mount the material strength of metals
weakens. Aluminum , the established me-
tal for airframes , sharply deteriorates
after Mach 1.7 and is in a seriously
weakened condition by Mach 3.0. Fur
thermore , supersonic flight requires notrsonic night requires not
only more powerful engines but poses
very restrictive aerodynamic and struc -
tural problems in airframe design . How
ever, the technical feasibility of sus
tained supersonic performance by large
aircraft was apparent in the middle
1950s through B -58 bomber operation .
Three supersonic airliner projects were
mounted . The British and French col -
laborated in the Concorde project , while
the United States and Russia initiated
their own projects. These projects are
rich in technical , economic and political
matters which space does not permit us
to pursue . 11 Only the Concorde and the
Russian TU - 144 projects were carried
to completion with rather similar air
craft designs in terms of configuration ,
size and speed .
The research and development costs of
the projects were staggering. The An -
glo -French Concorde required an expendi
ture of 1,096 million pounds while the
United States SST project cost 983. 4
million dollars , including 155. 3 millionincluding 155.3 million
dollars of termination costs . Equally im .
pressive is the length of the research
and development periods —1962 - 1975 for
the Concorde and 1963 - 1972 for the ter -
minated United States SST. 12 The Rus -
sian project had similar timing to that
of the Concorde , with the TU - 144 hav -
ing the first test flight by a few months .
Despite the enormous commitment to
technological change reflected in these
figures , and the considerable talents of
the design teams, limited results were to
be achieved . The Concorde designers

hoped to exploit known technology to
the full by choosing a Mach number of
2.2, permitting the use of aluminum al
loys , and a moderate size of aircraft .
This policy , combined with aerodynamic
restraints , restricted Concorde to a ca
pacity of 120 to 130 seats. Supersonic
airliners are relatively demanding on
fuel use and the fuel weight requirement
limited the range of the aircraft to
trans -Atlantic length and restricted its
sales potential. A further constraint on
supersonic airliner saleability lies in
their noise - take -off noise tends to be
high but , more seriously , sonic boom is
inherent in supersonic flight. Much ef
fort was put into sales promotion of the
Concorde and at one time a number of
United States airlines had options on
delivery positions to augment French
and British commitments .13 However , by
the time the Concorde was ready for de
livery only Air France and British Air
ways , contractually committed , bought
aircraft .
What went wrong ? In part the air
transport market had shifted in the di
rection of a mass market for economical
travel . Here the cost escalation of this
already expensive project made Concorde
uneconomic for most airlines . The lim
ited seating capacity was unfavourable ,

but high load factors have helped the
aircraft while in limited high -density
route use . However , utilization problems
are difficult to solve for Concorde as
noise restrictions severely limit the air
craft ' s use and because its greaves
strength — speed - creates the system
utilization problems of shorter - range air
craft . A further penalty has been im
posed by rising fuel costs to which su
personic aircraft are peculiarly vulner .
able . Of the elements that combined to
make subsonic jet airliners economical
and attractive, only seed was present
in the Concorde . It was not nearly
enough .
The United States SST project fol.
lowed a different pattern . The Ameri
cans elected to build a " second genera
tion " supersonic airliner with a speed
of Mach 2.7 and a capacity about twice
that of the Concorde and the TU - 144.
Here the attempt was made to achieve
more supportive economics by combining
even greater speed with substantial size .
The high Mach number required , how
ever , use of titanium for the airframe.
Use of this metal for a large aircraft
required much research and dictated a
longer development period than had been
expected for the Concorde . Also , the de
sign chosen was a swing -wing aircraft
designed by Boeing ( the 2007 -100 ) for
adaptability to subsonic as well as su
personic flight. The aircraft was de
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signed for an all-up weight of over
600 ,000 pounds . As is common in new
aircraft development , weight escalation
occurred and the design weight reached
an estimated 750 ,000 pounds by the start
of 1968 . This was unacceptable to the
United States Government , which was
providing most of the funding for the
project . The design team was instructed
to reduce the weight to 675 ,000 pounds
but this was impossible . The problem
lay in the weight of the swing -wing
After difficult negotiations Boeing was
allowed to make a radical design change
to save weight . The swing -wing was
abandoned and the new design , the 2007
300 , used a horizontal tail for the
achievement of equivalent control of
flight. The decision to allow this re -
design was bound to be controversial as
Boeing 's 2007 - 100 design was selected
on the basis of a competition with other
manufacturers . However , this contro -
versy was minor compared to that which
was being mounted by environmental
ists and other opponents of the SST . Fi
nally , Congress withdrew support from
the project despite a sympathetic Ad .
ministration . It may be that the re -
design delay was just enough to allow
the project to be aborted .
Here , then , is a revealing sequel to
the technological success of the " jet rev
olution .” Limits , of a variety of types —
technical, environmental , political, eco
nomic and system limitations - combined
to confine this technological advance
within narrow limits of operation .

sults in combining economical design
practices with structural integrity . This
work should economize maintenance and
lessen maintenance delays for aircraft
users . Structural efficiency or weight
should be improved through the use of
more conservative materials combined
with advanced lightweight non -metallic
materials . Further improvement can be
achieved in improving the relationship
between the structural aspect ratio of
aircraft and the aerodynamic aspect ra
tio . In the electronics field major
advances are being made through in
tegrated digital systems. This area
of advance is important as electron
ics cost almost half as much as the
engines in modern jets. The prom
ise is to cut maintenance costs in
half while contributing more capacity ,
precision , reliability and lower initial
cost . Engine fuel efficiency is receiving
more emphasis through the development
of high by -pass turbofans which give
about 20 per cent better fuel efficiency
than is given by first -generation turbo
fans.
Looking a little further ahead , the de
velopment of active controls is likely .
These controls are used now in the form
of flap load alleviators and vertical tail
gust alleviators . The active controls of
the future should allow much smaller
tail size through the introduction of ar
tificial stability and control use to lessen
the strength and weight requirements ofwings.
Also in prospect are fl

y
-by -wire sys

tems . These systems can eliminate the
heavy control cables that connect the
pilot ' s column to the control surfaces and
thereby provide aircraft which carry
more payload and are quieter , smaller
and more economical in fuel use .

Of considerable importance is further
structural improvement through the use
of advanced composites in the field of
materials . A major advance can b

e

achieved through the application o
f

ad .

vanced composite structure to the pri
mary wing torque box . In a large air
craft , payload might b

e raised as much
as 25 per cent through this advance . Use

o
f

advanced composites with graphite or

boron fibres is in current application in

military aircraft but costs and reliabil
ity for long - term use pose commercial
problems .

In the field o
f aerodynamics , laminar

flow control is the focus o
f

active re
search . This approach involves the me
chanical removal of the boundary layer

so that laminar flow is maintained for
practically the entire length o

f the wing
airfoil section . Successful commercial de
velopment here can achieve a 25 per

cent o
r better gain in cruise efficiency or

THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROSPECT

Have airliners reached some sort o
f

plateau in their technological develop
ment ? The answer appears to be a quali
fied “ no . " Certainly the dramatic gains
deriving from the application o

f in

creased engine power for more speed and
size seems to have been exploited to a

high degree . But it would b
e wrong to

conclude that important progress will
not be made . A change in objectives is ,

however , apparent and a new type o
f

mobilization o
f

scientific resources is oc -

curring — one which draws o
n

a wide
range of scientific disciplines . Direct o

p

erating cost economy , especially in terms

o
f

fuel and maintenance cost savings ,

improved aircraft operating efficiency ,

environmental protection and safety are
being sought in a variety o

f ways . No
dominating technological innovation ,

comparable to the jet engine , appears

to be in prospect . 14

In the reasonably near future struc -

tural improvements should b
e important .

Durability research is yielding good re -
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in reduced fuel use. Technically this is
possible but commercial application is
difficult .
Further improvement is predictable in
engine design . Here the emphasis will
probably be on maintenance as well as
on fuel economy.
It would be remiss not to highlight
technological change which is directed
to much improved management of air
line flights to produce efficient takeoff ,
cruise , approach and landing operations .
t 'se of additional electronics in the air
and on the ground with air data links to
a computerized central system can re
duce the very substantial costs that air
lines incur in inefficient system opera
tion .

It would be encouraging if some dra -
matic innovation could be foreseen in
fuels . Not only are fuel costs high but
fuel weight and volume restricts the pay
load and range of aircraft . Liquid hy -
drogen offers considerable weight saving
but its special equipment requirements
in the form of pressurized , highly insu
lated storage tanks and fuel systems
make its economics and commercial op -
eration unattractive for the next couple
of decades at least . Additionally , move .
ment and storage of liquid hydrogen at
airports is problematical and very cost
ly . Nuclear power is a possibility offer
ing a spectacular gain in unrefueled
range . The problem here , however , lies
in the weight of the reactor and it is
unlikely that a design of sufficient light -
ness for aircraft application will be
available in the next couple of decades.
However , even without these radical
technological changes , fuel economy
gains should be substantial and seat
miles per gallon efficiency should im
prove even more in the next decade and
a half .

in size have reached a reasonable
range of extension . (c ) speed ex
tension has been sharply limited
by technical , economic . operating

and environmental considerations .
4. New technology is emerging on a
wider scientific basis which offers
practical and important gains in
airline operating economy and
safety .

5. The economic problems of aircraft
development and airline operation
continue to be substantial, and
have even increased in complexity ,
despite a brilliant record of tech
nological change .

It is note worthy that airlines contin
ue to make their primary contribution as
passenger carriers , although their freight
traffic is developing , and to retain their
emphasis on their comparative advan
tage in intermediate to long - range tray
el. Further , airport problems and oper
ation in large urban environments have
become more problematical . Continuing
development of other modal solutions to
transport problems will likely become
more rather than less necessary .
It appears , on the basis of this exam
ination , that technological change in
transport is not a panacea . Nor is the
prospect narrowly limited . Rather, tech
nological change should be supportive of
beneficial transport development on a
continuing basis . In conclusion , a few
points should be made :

1. Public policy and regulatory prac
tice require further development
to produce the best results from
technological change . The neces
sary integration of technological
change with other public interest
considerations is still an insuffi
ciency explored area of knowledge .

2. The distribution of the benefits of
technological change among vari
ous groups - employees , sharehold
ers , consumers , etc . -- will prob
ably become an increasingly dif
ficult problem .

3. Technological change will operate
in an increasingly complex en
vironment and be subject to more
demanding criteria in the evalua
tion of its claimed benefits .

Technological progress emerges from

a broad foundation of scientific knowl .

edge . It requires from u
s both realistic

expectations about its potential and wise
judgement in its application . Whatever
we d

o

it is important to remember that
technological change , like all progress ,

is not a refundable item .

SOME INFERENCES AND
IMPLICATIONS

Our technological focus has been o
n

aircraft and their application to airline
use . What has emerged a

s
a pattern ?

1 . Technological change is a continu
ing fact rather than a sporadic
phenomenon .

Major powerplant innovation led

to productivity gains through im
proved speed , size and utilization
of aircraft . This was exploited
successfully in airline use .

This innovative surge appears to

have realized certain limits : ( a )

airline productivity gains have b
e -

come harder to achieve . ( b ) gains
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